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Performance By Marine Band Will Open Series
Class Officers
Assume Duties
The class officers and representatives to the Student Assembly for the top three classes, who were electd last fall,
will take over their duties this semester. The freshmen
will elect their officers and representatives later in the
semester.
The primary duties of the senior class officers are to arrange
the details of graduation.
The junior class officers are
mainly responsible for the Junior-Senior Banquet and Dance,
and the sophomore officers are
to begin work on their JuniorSenior.
The first convocation of ClemThe president of the senior
class is Johnny Blackman, a son College was held in the ammechanical engineering: major phitheatre on Monday, Septemfrom Rock Hill; vice-president ber 19, 1955. The meeting was
A. B. Blanton, a textile manu- called to inform the student
facturing student from Forest body of new systems at ClemCity, N. C; secretary Les Mc- son and to explain some of the
Craw, a civil engineering ma- changes which have taken place.
Bobby Arnold, Student Chapjor from Sandy Springs; treasurer Marion Sams, an agricul- lain, opened the program with an
tural engineering major from invocation. Dr. R. F. Poole,
President of the college, explainWalterboro.
ed why the changes have taken
The junior class officers are: place in the military 'programs
president, Newt Stall, a textile and why the faculty has been remanufacturing major of Green-.. organized.
ville; vice-president, Joe Taylor,
Dean F. M. Kinard, Dean of
a textile engineering student the College, introduced, the other
from Arlington, Va.;, secretary, deans of the schools: Agriculture,
Bill DuBose, an entomology stu- M. D. Ferrar; Agricultulra
dent from Darlington; the trea- Teaching, J. W. Jones; Arts and
surer, Jimmy Jones, an electrical Sciences, H. L. Hunter; Educaengineering student from An- tion> W. H. Washington;? Engiderson.
neering, J. H. Sams; Textiles, H.
The sophomore class officers M. Brown, and Director of Liare: president, Barney Austin, a brary, Mr. J. W. G. Gurley. The
pre-medical student from Green- comptroller is M. A. Wilson; Asville; vice - president, Richard sistant to the President and secAshmore, a civil engineering retary of the Board of Trustees,
student 1r'6m"'<Sr,eenv'ille; secre- G. E. Metz; Registrar, K. N.
tary, Jimmy Neal, an architec- Vickery; PMS & T, Col. G. Dougtural engineering' major from lass; PAS & T, Col. L. H. Tull;
Greenville; treasurer, Norville YMCA, P. B. Holtzendorff and
Spearman, an agriculture major Roy Cooper.
from Greenville.
Mr. Walter Cox, Dean of StuDelegates to the Student As- dent Affairs, then spoke and exsembly have been elected from plained his duties, which include
each class. Students have been student discipline and recreastrongly urged by the class of- tion. Mr. Cox introduced the
ficers to meet their class rep- various ministers, and the sturesentatives in order that stu- dents were urged to consult these
dents may have a more direct men with their problems.
voice in Student Government
President of the Student Body
through the Assembly.
Jim Humphries then spoke about
Senior Representatives are: student government, and asked
John E. Day, mechanical engi- the men of Clemson to rememneering, North Charleston; Lewis ber at all times that they are
Chaddick, chemical engineering, representatives of Clemson and
Charleston; Jimmy Young, ani- to uphold the good name of the
mal husbandry, Orangeburg; school.
Student officers, introduced by
Marvin Hunter, electrical engineering, Patrick; and Joe Ed- Humphries, were Vice-President
wards, ceramic engineering, Sa- Connie Faucette, Secretary of
the Student Body John Duffy,
luda.
Junior Representatives are: President of the Senior Class,
Louie Derrick, mechanical en- Johnny Blackmon, President of
gineering, Little Mountain; the Junior Class Newt Stall, and
James Li'gon, agricultural engi- president of the Sophomore
neering, Easley; John Rodgers, class, Barney Austin,
agriculture - animal husbandry,
The Convocation was closed
Williston; Preston Stokes, civil fey Dr. Poole, and the Benedic
engineering, Charleston; and Ray tion was given by Dr. S. J. L.
Crouch.
(Contiinued on page 3)

First Convocation
Of The Year Held
In Amphitheatre

Series To Begin
Monday, Oct. 3

Senior Council
Faced With New
Responsibilities
The Senior Council, the judicial branch of Clemson's student
government, has taken on additional phases of duties under the
new student regulations instituted this year. Since the inception of student government
the Senior Council has served as
the supreme court in all serious
cases of misconduct.
The majority of minor violations of regulations was handled
in the past by the Cadet Corps.
Now that the individual student
has relatively unlimited freedom,
it will be the job of the Senior
Council to deal with all violations of regulations including
those which fall under the jurisdiction of the hall councilors.
Nine members constitute the
Council itself, with several attorneys, who alternate as prosecution and defense, acting in
conjunction with the group.
Eight of the members are elected
from the Senior class in elections held each spring. The
final member is the Vice-President of the Senior class, who is
an ex-officio member. The attorneys are selected from interested volunteers at the beginning
of each year. Anyone particularly interested in one of these
positions may still volunteer his
services to the Chairman of the
Senior Council.
In carrying out its duties the
council will try all cases referred
to it by the Dean of Student Affairs, or any member of the
student body, and its findings
will be in the form of recommendations to the President. The
Dean of Student Affairs is authorized to act for the President
except where expulsion or suspension is involved.* The degree
of disdipline are: reprimand, probation', suspension, and expulsion.
The policy of the council is to
act on any incidents caused by
students which' might bring discredit to the school.

Clemson's 1955-56 Concert Series will begin October 3
when the United States Marine Band performs in the college Field House. The band will give two performances,
a matinee at three p. m. and an evening concert at eight.

Information On
Telephone Calls
For Students

As in the past, Clemson students may attend either performance or both, upon presentation of their ID cards. Price
of a general admission ticket to
the matinee will cost fifty cents.
This matinee has been arranged
to enable public school students
who cannot buy season tickets to
enjoy one of the presentations
of the Concert Series.
The Marine Band is visiting
Clemson as part of a Southeastern States concert tour.
The Band, which is the oldest
military symphonic organization in the country, leaves its
official duties as the presidential band once a year to
make a tour. The trip this
year will cover approximately
6,500, miles and 63 cities of
the Southeast.
The Marine Band had its inception in a small drum and
fife company organized in 1775.
In 1798 Congress decided that
the country needed an official
musical organization and proposed the legislation which
created the United States Marine
Band. The bill was signed by
President 'John Adams, the first
Chief Executive to use the Ma-

There have been c e r tain
changes in handling of incoming
calls for students. The followPictured above is the United States Marine the band in a concert series in the Field House ing system has been put into efBand. Captain Albert Schoepper will conduct at Clemson College on October 3.
fect.
The operator with a call for a
student will call the information
room. Information will look up
the student's room number and
call the phone nearest him. The
person nearest the phone will answer it and page the wanted
It was announced this week that the following students A special reduced rate on stu- student. If the student in question is riot present, a note will be
have been assigned rank in the Army Reserve Officers dent season tickets for the Clem- placed in the hall monitor's box.
son Concert Series is being ofTraining Corps.
fered for the first time this year The call will be announced over
the loud speaker in the dining
The members of the regimenby the college. The purpose of room. There will be no immetal staff are: Cadet Colonel, A.
the revised price is to encourage diate phone service.
B. Blanton, a textile manufacenjoyment of music and the arts It is requested that' students
turing senior from Forest City,
N. C; Executive Officer, W. T.
among the students of neighbor- assist by answering telephones in
Purvis, a textile manufacturing
the dormitories and by paging
ing colleges and public schools.
student from Esmont, Virginia;
the called student.
The price for the student seaS-l Officer, W. A. Leitner, a
The Central Dance Associachemical engineering major of tion, which sponsors the dances son tickets is three dollars. This
Clemson; S-3 Officer, E. J. of the college throughout the permits attendance at the six
Wright, an agronomy senior year, has recently announced the scheduled performances includfrom Belton; S-4 Officer, C. I. members of its junior staff for ed in the Concert Series for this
school year. Any college or pubSanders of Ninety-Six; and Ser- the current school year.
lic school student may purchase
geant Major, P. W. Stokes, a
The men who were selected
Alpha Psi Omega, national
civil engineering junior from are: Bill Geiger, an architectural a season ticket. The student rate dramatic fraternity, held its first
has
also
been
extended
to
inCharleston.
engineering major from Colum- clude the wives of regularly en- meeting last Monday night, Sept.
The members assigned to tne bia; Rhett Roman, a textile man- rolled, full-time Clemson stu- 19th.
First Battalion Staff are: Bat- ufacturing student of Columbia; dents.
Twelge new pledges were intalion Commander M. W. Sams, Bubsy Brown, an architectural
vited
to join the Kappa Fs:
an agricultural engineering sen- student of Columbia; Newt Stall, Student season tickets may be cast. President Bill Muzzey reordered
and
paid
for
by
check
at
ior from Walterboro; Executive a textile manufacturing major
lated plans to introduce "Stunt.
Officer, R. J. Tisdale, a textile from Greenville; Randy McMil- the Clemson Concert Series, Night" back to the Clemson camPresident's
Office,
Clemson,
S.
engineering student from High lan, an architectural student
pus, sponsored by Alpha Psi
Shoals, N. C; S-l officer, H. D from Spartanburg; Ben Crowder C. The reduced price season Omega. All campus organizatickets
are
non-transferrable,
Lewis, a civil engineering ma- a textile manufacturing student
tions would be invited to comjor of Batesburg; S-3 officer, W. from Spartanburg; and Larry and must be used only by the pete for a collection of prizes.
person
ordering
them.
E. Smith, an agricultural engi- Bowman, a mechanical engineerPlans were made to go ahead imSeason tickets for faculty mediately with this idea. Other
neering senior from Rowesville; ing major of Clemson.
S-4 officer, W. E. Brown, an agAlso, Charles Richey, an arts members are available at the business discussed was plans for
ricultural engineering major and sciences student of Ware same price charged members of the forthcoming Dance Weekfrom Gaffney; Sergeant Major, Shoals; Harold Hutto, textile en- the Clemson faculty. Reserved end.
H. B. Goff, an electrical engi- gineering major of Rock Hill; seat season tickets cost ten dol- Anyone interested in any
neering junior from Columbia; John Duffie, a chemical engi- lars and general admission sea- phase of acting or staging is inson tickets at six dollars.
vited to attend next Monday's
The first regular meeting of
The members of the second neering student from Sumter,
meeting of Alpha Psi Omega. It
the American Society of Agricul- battalion staff are: Battalion and Preston Stokes, a civil enwill be held at six o'clock in the CAPT. ALBERT SCHOEPPER
tural Engineers was held Tues- Commander, W. P. Hood, a pre- gineering student from CharlesAlpha
Psi Omega rehearsal room rine musical organization lor
day night in the Agricultural En- medical major from Hickory ton.
—in the basement of Sixth Bar- his White House receptions.
gineering Auditorium. The new Grove; Executive Officer, J. R.
Also, Stokes Browning, a meracks.
president, C. M. Kowalski, pre- Swetenburg, a textile manufac- chanical engineering major from
The Band has a history which
sided.
turing senior of Anderson; S-l Spartanburg; Bob Agnew, a pre- The parking lot direi_oiy across
has been closely associated with
from
the
student
laundry
has
Earl Glasscock gave an inter- Officer, J. M. Doar, an arts and veterinary student from Hagood;
the history of this country. It
esting report of the activities sciences student of Fayettesville, Bufford Goff, an electrical engi- been designated for the excluhas participated in each inaugThe
TAPS
photographers
sive
use
of
Clemson
seniors.
which took place at the Na- N. C; S-3 Officer, D. H. Pad- neering major of Columbia; Bill
uration since that of Thomas
tional Convention held last July gett, a textile; engineering ma- Campbell, a textile chemistry Cars belonging to students other will return to the campus Jefferson and every president
Thursday
afternoon
and
all
day
at the University of Illinois. He jor from Saluda; S-4 Officer, L. student from Rock Hill; and Sid- than seniors will not be allowed
has called upon it to play at the
urged all the members to start H. Wright, a chemistry student ney Stubbs, an architectural en- to park there. It will be the duty Friday to make class pictures. White House. Whenever a forThis
will
be
the
last
opportunof
the
seniors
themselves
to
remaking plans now to attend next of Statton Island, N. Y.; and gineering student from Sumter.
port violating carsto the campus ity for students to have class eign dignitary or returning hero
years' convention, which will be Sergeant Major, N. A. Stahl, a
arrives in Washington, the Mapolice, located in the model bar- pictures made.
held in Roanoke, Virginia.
textile manufacturing junior
rine Band is on hand for the
racks
building.
Senior
Platoon
and
Pershing
Homer Moore, treasurer, re- from Greenville.
welcoming.
For identification purposes se- Rifle pictures will be made
ported the financial standing of
When radio was still in its
The students ' appointed
Thursday
night
beginning
at
nior car registration numbers
the club, and suggested new ways company commanders are: A
infancy, the Marine Band was
six-thirty.
Arnold
Air
Society
range from one (1) to 300. Viofor the club to make money.
the first American band to
W. S. Ramage, an animal hiislating cars will be subject to the and Scabbard and Blade picThrough the years the students at Clemson have passed Prospective members were in- r .ldry major from Laurens; The executive committee of standard $2.00 parking violation tures may be made at any make weekly broadcasts. Tovited to attend the meeting. They B-l, E. L. Salter of Walterboro,
day, it has not only coast-totime Thursday or Friday.
on a number of traditions which are referred to as the Un- were given a copy of the club's a civil engineering major; C-l, the Clemson collegiate chapter of fine.
coast radio programs, but many
the
Future
Farmers
of
America
written Laws. Even though these "laws" are,not in the constitution and were reminded B. L. Ragsdale, a dairy student
Approximately 155 cars betranscribed shows. It was almet Tuesday, September 20, and
so the first band to be teleconstitution, it is expected that every student will adhere of what is expected of them as from Belton; A-p, G. R. Buck, an outlined the program for the longing to the seniors are regisAnyone mojoring in any
members of this organization. architectural major from Columtered with the college, while the field of Agriculture who is in-' vised and had two network
coming
semester.
to them.
These new members will be giv- bia; B-2, J. R. Hill, an animal
television series in addition to
capacity of the lot is only 85. terested in working on the
For those who are not familiar with these Unwritten en a barbecue supper on the Fri- husbandry senior from Abbe- The first meeting of the club However, plans have been made Agrarian staff please contact guest appearances. With the
will be held Friday, September
day following their initiation.
ville; and C-2, R. E. Patrick, a 27, at 6:00 o'clock in room 202 to enlarge the lot so that it will Don Anthony in room B-505.
(Continued on page 3)
Laws, they are as follows:
be adequate. The senior parkThe club's faculty advisor, 'textile manufacturing student of of the Education Building.
A Clemson Man:
ing lot is one of the few remainProfessor A. W. Snell, gave a Gaffney.
Refreshments will be served
1. Speaks to every student and every professor at every very, inspiring talk on the iming senior privileges and dates
after the program. All old memportance of the A. S. A. E. in their
opportunity.
bers and eligible new students back to the time when only seniors were allowed to have cars
2. Leaves the door open while in another student's room activities. He stressed that it is
are invited to the meeting. Reon campus.
through the students' participaquirements
for
membership
are
if the occupants are out.
tion that they can win the anformer membership in the Fu3. Leaves a note when he borrows something from an- nual FEI award that is given to On Wednesday evening,. Sep- ture Farmers of America and
The students and their dates dress will be tuxedos, For
the
outstanding
A.
S.
A.
E.
club.
tember 14, the B. S. U. held its enrollment in an agricultural mawill dance to the music of the those who wear uniforms the
other's room.
Mr. Snell urged every member
Jungaleers Orchestra at the an- seniors will wear white ducks
4. Never makes rude, insulting or uncalled-for remarks to do his part, and to help make regular meeting at the Clemson jor.
Baptist Church with 120 memnual Rat Hop presented by th'e and blouse with a maroon sash
at the girls passing barracks, and stays away from the win- this their most successful year. bers present. Leroy Bryant,
Central Dance Association on over the shoulder; juniors will
Training Union director, presiddows when not fully dressed.
Friday and Saturday, September wear white ducks and blouse
The Block and Bridle Club 30 and October 1.
ed over the meeting. Organizawith a maroon sash around the
5. Learns the college songs and yells as soon as possible.
held its first meeting of the year
tion of B. S. U.'s ten Wednesday
At the formal dance Friday waist; sophomores will wear
6. Thanks the driver who has given him a "lift" and
on Tuesday, September 20th, in night a Rat Queen will be chosen white ducks and blouse and a
night training unions was the
the new Agricultural Center. from the dates of the freshmen white sash if they are members
offers to help the driver if he has trouble while the stumain business.
Plans were made and committees and will be presented a silver of the Pershing Rifles; and the
Immediately following the
dent is with him.
appointed for a Barbecue at the loving cup, as well as receiving freshmen will wear white ducks
scheduled
B.
S.
U.
meeting,
an
7. Takes his place at the end of the "bumming line" Gamma Kappa Alpha, the
executive council meeting was
Annually, the Hillel-Branders Clemson-Georgia game. Also, a number of prizes given by and blouse. Coats and tjes will
without slipping in ahead of others.
(The "bumming Greek letter fraternity for North held, with planning and organi- Club of Clemson College awards plans for the Animal Husbandry local merchants. She will reign be worn to the informal t!aturCarolina men, held its first meet- zation as its business.
This a plaque to the individual on the Department's exhibit in the over the weekend activities, in- dayj night dance.
line" for Greenville or Anderson starts at the Library).
ing of the year Tuesday night year's B. S. U. council is com- campus who does a great deal forthcoming Agricultural, Fair cluding the football game beThe Fourth Barracks, which
8. Never razzes a referee or umpire.
with 25 new members present. A posed of president, Lawrence to forward the bonds of fellow- were discussed.
tween Clemson and the Univer- has been re-decorated, will "be
social calendar for the year was Starker; enlistment vice-presi- ship in the field of religious ac9. Keeps silent when in the hospital and library.
Any persons taking an agri- sity of Georgia Saturday after- available for dates, and will be
one dollar for the two nights.
cultural course, especially fresh- noon.
11. Respects the principles and regulations of the col- adopted, and plans were also dis- dent, Jimmy Young, devotional tivity among the students.
cussed for service projects dur- vice-president,John Henry TurThe dances will be held in the Maids will be on duty to press
The recipient is chosen by men majoring in animal huslege.
ing the yean
ner; social vice-president, Jimmy nominations from the church or- bandry or pre-veterinary science, Dining Hall, and tickets will be the dresses of the dates, and
12. Stands with head uncovered for the National An- It was noted that many North Ballew; secretary, Joe Watson; ganizations on the campus.
who are interested in the live- on sale there beginning Monday chaperones will be in the barCarolinians on the campus are treasurer, Perry Sprawls;; trainthem or when the''"Alma Mater" is played or sung.
Koloman Lehotsky, professor stock industry, are invited by of next week. Tickets for the racks all weekend.
members of the club. These ing union director, Leroy Bry- of Forestry, was presented this the Block and Bridle Club to its formal Friday night will cost
The Jungaleers are under the
13. Respects the rights of others in the theatre by not not
students are invited to join the ant; promotions chairman, Don award for the school session of next regular meeting. The meet- two dollars and two dollars and direction of Mac McDaniel, who
talking and by laughing at the right time.
North Carolina-Clemson club.
Quatlebaum; Sunday School sup- 1954-55. Dr. Lehotsky, who re- ing will be held on Tuesday, fifty cents for the informal dance is an electrical engineering sen14. Is honest in the classroom.
Officers for this year are Joe erintendent, Bob McDaniel; pub- ceived his PhD at the University September 27th, at 6:15 p. m. in Saturday night. Block tickets ior from Orangeburg. They play
Tisdale, president; Dean Robi- licity chairman, Walter Knight; of Michigan, has taught at Clem- the new Plant and Animal will be on sale for four dollars, for numerous dances through15. Does not send flowers for a Clemson dance.
vice-president; Joe Coch- extension director, Frank Lun- son for many years and has done Science Building. Refreshments and a stag ticket for either night out the surrounding area during
16. Conducts himself as a gentleman at all times, both son,
ran, business manager; and Jim dy; and Christian action chair- exemplary work in the field of will be served, and those inter- will be one dollar and fifty cents. the year, as well as for college
on and off campus.
At the Friday night dance the functions.
ested will be invited to join.
religion.
Thackston, secretary.
man, Heyward Ramsey.

Cadet Officers For ROTC
Units Recently Announced

Reduced Rates
For Clemson
Concert Series

Jr. Staff Chosen
By CDA For This
Year's Activities

Alpha Psi Omega
Met Monday Night

ASAE Held
First Meeting

Seniors Are Given
New Forking Lot

NOTICE

F. F. A. Plans
« First Meeting
September 27

CLEMSON'S UNWRITTEN LAWS

NOTICE

Regular Meeting
Held By B. S. U.

Gamma Kappa
Alpha Holds
First Meeting

Lekolsky Receives
Hillel Brandeis
Annual Award

Block and Bridle
Club Holds First
Meeting Of Year

Rat Hop Promises To Be
One Of The Best Ever Held
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The Freshman Must Improve

^ :--v;-

IN the past it has been the custom to welcome the freshmen into our midst with words of encouragement as
they begin a new life. Then individuals took over and
helped school that rat in the traditions of Clemson College.
The upperclassmen were able to mold these immature
souls into outstanding Clemson men and Clemson was
proud to call them her own.
But in the short time that this year's freshmen have
been here, they have managed to tear down a considerable
portion of the reputation that Clemson men had built up
in the state. They have not only demolished this reputation off campus but on campus as well with their attitudes
about college life.
If this keeps up, the graduating class of 1959 will contain no Clemson men. It may contain a few individuals
who managed to finish all the required work but it will
be void of true Clemson men. Before you go too far, it
would be wise to stop and think.

Representatives Must Know
The Students' Problems

^M&raksi
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"On the football team," said Willa.
"Football!" cried Pancho, his lip curling in horror. "Football
is violence, and violence Is the death of the mind. I am not a
football player. I am a poet."
"So long, mac," said Willa.
"Wait!" cried Pancho, clutching her lissome young forearm.
She placed her foot on his pelvis and wrenched herself free.
"I only go with football players," she said and walked, shimmering, into the setting sun.
Pancho went to his room and lit a cigarette and pondered his
vexing problem. What kind of cigarette did Pancho light? Why,
Philip Morris, of corris!
Philip Morris is always welcome, but never more than when
you are weary and sore beset When a fellow needs a friend,
when the heart is dull and the blood runs like sorghum, when
darkness prevails, then, then above all, is the time for the mildness and gentleness that only Philip Morris can provide.
Pancho Sigafoos, his broken psyche welded, his fevered brow
cooled, his synapses restored after smoking a gentle Philip
Morris, came swiftly to a decision. Though he was rather small
for football (an even four feet) and somewhat overweight (370
pounds)*he tried out for the team—and tried out with such pluck
and perseverance that he made it.
Pancho's college opened the season against the Manhattan
School of Mines. The Miners were always a mettlesome foe, but
this year, strengthened by four exchange students from Gibraltar who had been suckled by she-apes, they were especially
formidable. By the middle of the second quarter, the Miners had
wrought such havoc upon Pancho's team that there was nobody
left on the bench but Pancho. And when the quarterback was
gent to the infirmary with his head driven into his ribcage, the
coach had no choice but to put Pancho in.
Pancho's team-mates were not conspicuously cheered as the
little fellow took his place in the huddle. "Gentlemen," said
Pancho, "some of you may regard poetry as sissy stuff, but
now in our most trying hour I can think of no words more apt
than these lines from Milton's Paradise Lost: 'All is not lost;
the unconquerable will and study of revenge, immortal hate, and
courage never to submit or yield!' "
So stirred was Pancho's team by this fiery exhortation that
they threw themselves into the fray with utter abandon.
As a consequence, the entire squad was hospitalized before
the half. The college was forced to drop football. Willa Ludovic,
not having any football players to choose from, took up with
Pancho and soon discovered the beauty of his soul. Today they
are seen everywhere together—dancing, holding hands, smoking, smooching.
Smoking what? Why, Philip Morris, of corris!

Keep Our Reputation Good, Rats;
After All, You May Get A Diploma

K.^7

By Charles Sanders
WHAT'S YOUR DIPLOMA WORTH?
things are not rumors; they are well
In the rooms and residences of many known. The most obvious example of the
Clemson upperclassmen there are sheets latter is the incident at the football game
of stiff paper bearing, in some form,' the last Saturday night. It's true that the inname and seal of the school and inscribed cident was provoked by some of the memwith the names of other upperclassmen of bers of the opposing side, but there was no
the past. Another prominent ornament on call for all of the rats running to the oppo-'
these rectangles of paper is a statement to site side of the stadium and causing fricthe effect that the owner has completed tion over there. Most of the freshmen did
his undergraduate courses in service to not even know what they were running
humanity, and has been awarded a diploma for.
It is true that the upperclassmen
signifying his graduation to the rights and shouted and egged the rats on, but this only
privileges of an upperclassman. This di- serves to point out further the immaturity
ploma is commonly known as a "rat dip." of the people engaged in the fracas. Ar>.
parently they cannot think for themselves.
Once upon a time, in an_ institution
known as the Clemson College Corps of
There have been other incidents recentCadets, the rat dip signified power and ly, most of them causes or aggravated by
prestige. But now the Corps is a corpse the consumption of alcohol by a few indiand-rat service is defunct. A rat diploma viduals. This is a pretty poor comment on <|
is not worth the paper upon which it is this year's freshman class. It is not eximprinted.
pected that college will receive completely
The days of mourning for a rat dip of mature individuals from high school, but
value have now passed, for the most part, neither is it to be expected that the college
but lately worries have been cropping up will receive boys who should be in gram- .-.
as to what the value of another diploma is mar school, if they are judged by their acdestined to be. This diploma is the one tions.

\
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awarded to men graduating from Clemson;
it is the goal for which each of us here is
striving.

Columnist Receives Mail From Fan;
Cheerleaders Need Money To Go

ANYONE FOR FOOTBALL?
Pancho Sigafoos, pale and sensitive, first saw Willa Ludovic,
lithe as a hazel wand and fair as the morn, outside a class in
money and banking. "Let us not hem and haw," said Pancho to
Willa. "I adore you."
. ."Thanks, hey," said Willa, blushing prettily. "What position
do you play?"
"Position ?" said Pancho, looking at her askance. (The askance
is a ligament just behind the ear.)

A
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THE student government will play a very important role
this year in the activities of the college. With the mili;
tary gone, it will be the student assembly which make
and enforces the rules for the students. The representatives of the assembly cannot know what the students want
except on a general broad plan. The students are,going
to have to seek out their class representatives and put
their ideas before them. This is the only way that we
can have an effective student government.
It also works two ways. The representatives have to
talk to the students and begin to learn their problems.
They can't go on their own ideas alone. They have to get
out and mingle with the student body and not sit in the
room in hibernation. The student representatives also
have to attend the meetings of the student assembly. It
is hoped that the roll call at every student government
meeting will list no absentees.

(Author of -Barefoot Boy With Ckeek," tie.)
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—FAN MAIL
After the first issue of the TIGER came
out last week, I received on Saturday the
following letter from one of my perhaps
more ungrateful readers.:
Sept. 16,1955
Dear Mr. Anderson:
After reading your editorial, 'A Note
to Rats and Certain Upperclassmen',
(Sept. 15, 1955) several questions arise in
my feeble and evidently unfashionable
mind. I hope you will answer these
questions and help some of us 'two but-'
ton' students see the light!
1. Is it really true that you are a Russian agent on a demoralization campaign
whose next project, after getting all
Clemson men properly attired in three
button suits and walking to all classes
in orderly lines, will be advising our girls
to burn their 'out-dated' dresses and buy
some flat Dior frocks?
2. Presuming that you wouldn't advise
us to do anything that you wouldn't do,
exactly where did you throw your old
two button coat?
I think I could do something more useful with it than throwing it away. .
3. Have you had your head examined?
Lately, I mean.?
E. E.
First, just who is "E. E."? Evidently
this illustrious gentleman was proud of this
manuscript or he wouldn't have mailed it,
but is it true that such an outspoken authority, such as his letter testifies, is a
little bit ashamed to see his name printed"
on a letter?
Secondly, since when have three button suits become a trademark of thje Communist party?
Thirdly, I think if our mystery man had
read a little more closely he would have
seen nothing about throwing away two
button suits. I'm certainly not going to.
throw mine away.

And hastily, after re-reading this great
work of art by our friend, the phantom, I
am wondering who needs to have his head
examined, he or I.
If his examination
brings out the true facts, I am sure that
they will be able to crowd him into one
of our better children's hospitals.
Now that we have played around with
our friend's letter, let me make a few explanations of my own. I think the letter
is very trite, and childish. I'm not mad because someone disagrees with me. It's certainly not the first time, but I think it is
amusing the way he killed his own point in
this piece of illiterate writing.
As for
the article, it was merely a suggestion. That
is the beauty of these columns—you can
either take them or leave them.
—GOOD OLE SCHOOL SPIRIT,
BUT HOW?
First, let me congratulate the cheerleaders and the entire student body on the terrific job, spirit wise, done at the ball game
Saturday night.
It seems that college officials are all for
this school spirit stuff, but the cheerleaders
seem to have their hands tied in certain
respects. I don't know who the guilty party or parties are«but someone has deprived
the cheerleaders of some of their expense
money to attend out of town football
games.
In the past few years it has been a common practice of the cheerleaders to attend
all out of town football games possible,
with expenses paid by the college. They
might have fallen behind in their studies
some but at least they were able to go to
the games moneywise. It has been called
to my attention that this year their expense account has been lessened. I think
the majority of you will agree with me
that this is wrong. It is the cheerleaders'
job to follow the football team on all trips,
but it is going to be kind of expensive if
they have to foot their own bills.

:-: DISC-O-PATION

■ „■

By Mack McDaniel

Boscobel Lake Golf Course
T8 HOLES
Clubs For Rent

Student Rate $1.00

Clemson Highway
(OPEN YEAR ROUND)

The concern for the future value of the
Clemson diploma stems from a series of
events which have taken place in and
around Clemson, and which involve members of the newest class here at school—
the Free Freshmen. Naturally, these events
or incidents that have taken place are the
action of a minority but they have already
begun to reflect unfavorably on the class
as a whole.
Reports of many of the escapades of the
freshmen have gone through the student
body as rumors, pure and simple. Other

Which brings us around to the original
drift of this article. A number of freshmen have gotten off to a false start here
at school. If they continue in the paths •
they have followed so far, this year's crop
of first year men will carry one of the
worst class reputations ever established.
What is even more important, and more
dangerous, this group will destroy the good
reputation that Clemson and Clemson men
have enjoyed throughout the state and the
country in the past
The rat diploma has already lost its
value with this year's class. We hope that
the honor of the Clemson diploma will not
be lost too.

By FRANK ANDERSON

©Mil Shulmui, 1951!

The makers of Philip Morrist mho bring you this column each
»eek, remind you that the perfect companion to watching a football game is today's gentle Philip Morris.
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Some of the latest disks out
that are worth listening to are
Innovations in Jelly Roll Morton
played by Stan Kenton and his
orchestra. (Arrangement by Turk
Murphy).
Chris Connor has recently
made an album for Bethlehem
called "This is Chris". This is
by far her best album, both for
performance and choice of tunes.

The backing is great and includes
Kai Winding and J. J. Johnson.
Her intonation is much better
than on the previous albums.
Oscar Peterson's latest, "Soft
Winds" and "Sweet Lorraine",
was a bit under par for this great
pianist. He, like most musicians,
is not at ease in the recording
studio and must be heard in a
club to really be at his best.

Kenton has been appearing
on a summer TV program called Music '55. It's a commercial
show based on the Kenton reputation but it boils down to just
another TV variety show.
He always has a number of
guest stars so that very little- of
the program is actually the Stan
Kenton band and when he does
play the band is far from what
it was a year ago.

A Word To The Wise
By Bobby Arnold, Student Chaplain
It's a shame and disgrace when a student
body can't uphold the standards set by the
administration of a college.
There are two things to which I am referring. Both are important in their own
way and both can lead to a more wholesome life on a college campus. First, .let's
consider the problem of eating in the dining hall before the divine grace is asked.
The Dean, of Students, Walter Cox, has
openly expressed his desire for the students to wait until the blessing is said before anyone begins' eating. That to me is
an order, an order I would really enjoy
abiding by for it comes from a man I respect, a Clemson man who loves his Alma
Mater.
The request that students wait until the
blessing is asked is a simple request. No
other college I know of, even a girls' school,
can boast of fulfilling such an ideal tradition. There are a few schools who wait
until grace is said to begin eating; but they
have faculty members sitting at the table
and usually a faculty member asks the
blessing. If the blessing preceding a meal
doesn't mean anything to a person, then
that person had better take a closer look
at himself.
Mr. Cox's request doesn't simply mean
no eating. It also means that there should
be no acts of eating such as helping one's
plate. Think of the next guy for once
and let him have a fair chance to live by
his Convictions and wait for the pre-meal
prayer.
It may soon be a requirement
rather than a request to wait for the blessing before eating. It's for the student's
own good that the food is on the table when
they enter the dining hall. Plans can easily be arranged for the food to be brought

The
'He Roars For

out after the blessing. Then the waiters
will fuss, and partly justified, too. It will
take a lot longer to eat and serve the tables, but the waiters are working for th«
student body, not doing the student body
a favor.
The second thing that needs covering is
the problem of drinking.
If a man can
handle his liquor, he'll have it at home.
This problem again is a purely selfish one.
There are more people in this world than
the fellow we call "me". What one persdn
can do, another can't even think of doing.
It takes a lot more courage to refuse a
drink than it does to accept one, and I believe courage is one of the things that
makes a man.
Under the new set-up here at Clemson,
the students are at the wheel of a fastmoving car. The administration is in the
back seat of that car and can be of great
help if we slow down and let them be hon-,
orary back-seat drivers. There are some
dangerous crossings ahead that we can't
see, but Dr. Poole and his able group of
assistants know the crooks and turns. They
can advise us; we don't have to listen. At
the start of this trip we are on, the upbuilding and expansion of the Clemson tradition, they give each of us a.set of regulations that aren't really regulations at all.
Let's face one thing: we are attending
Clemson as an institution governed by a
President and staff of adult men. It's our
duty to do as they request us to. Their requests are few and very simple, even simple enough for the most stupid and selfloving individual. Look around and you
can easily spot the men who have set up
some standards by which to live.
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Industrial Management Added
To Clemson College Curriculum

that Jim (Ivy League) Doar
and Mac (Im on the swimming
team) Hendee really looked as if
they were going to a barbecue at
the P. C. game. He (Oscar)
wonders if they'll ever get cute
dates.

In recognition of the "increas
ing demand for personnel edu-1
cated to follow careers in the I
rapidly expanding business and |
industry of South Carolina and
the Southeast in general, Clemson is offering a new four-year
curriculum in industrial management beginning in September.

that he (Oscar) would like to
congratulate the C. D. A. on the
dance. We need more like them
contrary to what some of the
"Wheels" think.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that he (Oscar) thinks.the
"Rats" ought to turn out for
that Lance (the slouch) Wil- the "pep meetings".
—OSCAR SAYS—
liams was up to his standards
the other night. Wise up "Slopthat he (Oscar) says that
Charlie (I want to be a campus
py".
wheel) Richey had better slow
—OSCAR SAYS—
down, because he (Oscar) is
that he (Oscar) is sending looking at him.
***
some spies to Virginia so you
boys better watch your step.
—OSCAR SAYS—

—CSCAR SAYS-

that Bill (I date Shirley.) Hunter had better watch his step or
he will appear in this column
I regularly.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that Dick (Lover Boy) Yeary
really thinks he's it. He (Oscar)
says wise up kid.

DEAN HUNTER

—OSCAR SAYS—

Hunter And Vickery Receive
New Administrative Positions
Dr. Howard L. Hunter, formerly dean of the School of
Chemistry and Geology, has succeeded Dr. F. M. Kinard as
dean of the School of Arts and Sciences. Kenneth N. Vickery, director of admissions since 1949, has become registrar
replacing G. E. Metz, now assistant to President R. F. Poole
For the sake of more effi
ciency and better administraa preliminary draft of his
tion the School of Chemistry
master's thesis entitled "Adand Geology has become a demission Factors in Relation to
partment under the School of
Student Mortality and AcadArts and Sciences which in ademic Success at Clemson Coldition contains the depart- lege."
ments of mathematics, English,
During World War II Vickery
modern languages, social sciences, physics and industrial served five years in the Army,
principally in staff and training
management.
work, being released from acA native of Fulton, New York, tive duty as a major in 1946. He
Dr. Hunter came to Clemson in is now a lieutenant colonel and
1928 after receiving his Ph.D. de- executive officer of the 323 Ingree from Cornell University fantry Regiment, USAR. He is
where he also had done his un- a graduate of the Army's Comdergraduate work. ;, From 1932 mand and General Staff College
through 1941 he was professor of at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas,
chemistry and head of the divi- and was selected to attend the
sion of general and inorganic Industrial War College.
chemistry. During World War II
he was commanding officer of
the Chemical Warfare Service
Development Laboratory at Masgachusetts Institute of Technology. In .1947 he was made dean
of the School of Chemistry.
Dr. Hunter has been active
in professional circles and is
currently serving as chairman
of the Western Carolinas section of the American Chemical
Society. He also represents
Clemson in the Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies. He
is a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science and the American
Institute of Chemists and a
member of the South Carolina
Academy of Science and the
Southern Association of
Science and Industry.

Jungaleers To Open
Clemson's Best
Musical Season

By Mack McDaniels
We would like to take this opportunity to acquaint you with
the Jungaleers Orchestra.
We
have reorganized for the year
with anticipation of one of our
best musical seasons.

The orchestra, with the exception of a few members, is the
same group that played for many
dances throughout the=surrounding states during the past school
year and the experience of playing together for the past few
Vickery, a native of Hartwell, years has molded the group into
Georgia, graduated from Clem- a fine musical aggregation.
son in 1933 in general science
There are fourteen members in
with a major in economics. He the group which makes a well
then began working as assistant balanced number for the best orto the registrar, becoming assist- chestrations. The library of muant registrar in 1946 and director sic is kept up to date with the
of admissions three years later. best tunes and newest tunes of
He is now serving as president of the day, including the old standthe South Carolina Registrar's ards. With some advance notice
Association.
we can prepare music to fit any
He has taken graduate work occasion desired.
in economics, sociology and education at the University of
Although all the positions,left
North Carolina and Clemson by last year's graduating seniors
and has received approval on have been filled, the Jungaleers
are constantly looking for new
talent to improve the group. Any
persons interested in playing in
the orchestra should contact the
leader at once.
(The Country Gentlemen's Theatre)

that he (Oscar) doesnt see whv
the coeds are so unfriendly. He
(Oscar) can't see what they
have to be snooty about.
—OSCAR SAYS-'

that Marion (Big: Wheel on
Campus) Sams really strut himself at the dance. Wise up egg
head, you're nothing.

Letters
To Tom
Dear Tom,
Now that the barracks have
become dormitories, I think they
should be treated as such. Because of the structure of the
dormitories, it has become almost impossible to receive radio
broadcast without the help of
an outside antenna. Therefore
it has become necessary for the
students to string antennas from
the dormitories to the magnolia
trees, oak trees, telephone poles,
flag poles and any other form
of verticle support above the
ground that is not moving.
This by no means helps the
exterior looks of the building,
and if I could stretch a point,
and the imagination, may produce a circulation problem in
the near future.
Not long ago, I believe, a student designed an antenna that
could be used by the whole dormitory group. It was to run
along the roof with leads from
the roof to each room. Nothing
ever became of the plans to install this community aerial, but
it remains to be an excellent
remedy for the present problem.
I wish it could be looked into
further.
Sincerely,
Rip Folger '56

The Freshman YMCA Council
will hold its charter meeting tomorrow evening in clubroom two
at the "Y". This is an organization in the "Y" set up specifically for freshmen who wish to
work with the YMCA now and
n future years. The activities of
the Council include religious,
;ervice, and social activities.
A short, informal program has
been planned and refreshments
will be served. -AH interested
are urged to attend.

(Continued from page 1)
advent of color television, the
Band kept its record intact by
appearing on one of the first
musical programs in color,
and then made a half-hour
Kodachrome movie which was
recently telecast.
Many leaders of the Marine
Band have attained fame in the
country. John Philip Sousa led
the Band during the administration of five presidents, and is
the composer of a number of
well-known marches. William
H. Santelman held the batdn for
29 years, and his son, lit. Gen.
William F. Santelman, recently
retired after 32 years with the
organization. The present leader, Capt. Albert Schoepper, has
had 21 years of playing and conducting experience.
By special permission of the
President, the Marine Band is
permitted to make an annual
concert tour. This is the 64th
such tour for the group.

Sept. 22, 23, 24

"MR. ROBERTS"
Henry Fonda, James Cagney
(In Technicolor)

Monday and Tuesday
Sept. 26, 27

"THE KENTUCKIAN"
Bert Lancaster

UPSTAIRS OVER DRUG STORE
AT CLEMSON, S. C.

Eyes Eyamined

Glassess Fitted

DILLARD'S SPORTING GOODS
AND HOBBY SHOP
TENNIS RACKETS STRUNG OVERNIGHT
ANDERSON, S. C.

Made To Measure Suits and
Top Coats

$42.50 --$72.50
By Schaefert Tailoring Co.
Nationally Priced

Richardson Tailoring Company
Anderson, S. C.

TIGER TAVERN
A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

Hours: - - 7 A. M. Til Midnight
WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES!

PATRONIZE OUR

ANDERSON, 5. C.

NOTHING IN ITS FIELD CAN MATCH
CHEVROLET FOR ACCELERATION!

Hardware

ANDERSON, S. C.

HOKE SLOAN
We Rent Formal Wear - - Get Yours
Early for Rat Hop

HOLLY HILL INN *
Clemson's Only Drvie-ln
Restaurant Invites You
TASTY FOODS SERVED IN OUR BEAUTIFUL

Great Features back up Chevrolet Performance: Anti-Dive Braking—Bad-Race Steering—Outrigger Rear Springe—Body by Either—12-Volt Electrical Syttem—Nine Engine-Drive Choice*.

When you need a quick sprint for
safer passing, this V8 delivers!
It's pure dynamite, and you have to
go way, way up the price ladder
before you ever find its equal.

DINING ROOM ROOM OR IN YOUR CAR

The proof was burned into the sands of
Daytona Beach at the NASCAR* trials
earlier this year. In acceleration tests,
Chevrolet walked away from everything
else in its field. Plus all the high-priced
cars except one!
It's the big reason Chevrolet's been taking all comers in short track stock car
events this season. Sizzling acceleration
along with handling ease and cornering
ability—things that mean safer, happier
highway driving. Come on in and let a
new Chevrolet show you what we mean.

PRICES THAT FIT A STUDENT'S BUDGET

Drive with care ... EVEftYWHMtt

•National Association far Slock Cor Aulo Docint;

NOWS THE TIME TO BUY! LOW PRICES-BIG DEALS! ENJOY A NEW CHEVROLET

CLOSED MONDAY

Burl Lancaster

Crandall's Service Station
Wednesday-Thursday
Sept. 28 and 29

"WE'RE NO ANGELS"
Humphrey Bogart, Aldo Day,
Peter Ustinou
(In Technicolor)

For the Best in Values--Shop With Confidence

Offering A 2c Discount Par Gallon of Gas
B. F. Goodrich Battery - - $7.95 exchange
(Guaranteed 1 Year)

Grease Job

i

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

Two-Day Meeting
For Doctors Held
At Clemson House

The program consisted of lectures and panel discussions, ending in a banquet Thursday night.
The president of the Assembly is
Dr. C. H. Young of Anderson.

DR. ROBERT L. FRIERSON

ADVERTISERS

Paints - Brushes - Drawing Books
PHONE CA 5-77i5
821 NORTH MAIN STREET

PRACTICE OF OPTOMETRY

(Continued from page 1)
Wactor, chemical engineering,
Orangeburg.
The Sophomore Representatives are: Joe Blandford, chemical engineering, Greenville; Hugh
McLaurin, animal husbandry,
Wedgefield; Ted Danielson,
chemical engineering, Batesburg;
Fred West, mechanical engineering, Camden; David Masters,
electrical Engineering, Greenwood.

The leader for this year is O.
H. McDaniel and the business
manager is A. F. Copeland.

A two-day meeting of the
Piedmont Post-Graduate Clinical
Assembly opened last Wednesday, September 14, at the Clemson House. One hundred and
ten doctors from North Carolina
and South .Carolina and North
Georgia attended.

ALL ARTS

FOR THE

CLASS OFFICERS

Phone 6011
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.

NOTICE

MARINE BAND

Sporting Goods

Clemson Theatre
Clemson, South Carolina

Freshman Council
Will Hold (barter
Meeting At YMCA

served for four and a half years
during World War II. He joined
the Clemson faculty In 1947 as
an instructor in economics aJid
with his new position now becomes a full professor. He holds
membership in the Southern
Economics Association, the
American Accounting Association and the American AssociaTo administer this curriculum tion of University Professors.
a new department of industrial
All students in industrial manmanagement, headed by Dr. Wal- agement will take a basic core
lace D. Trevillian, is being set of courses including mathematup under the School of Arts and ics. English, chemistry, history,
Sciences. Excellent facilities for engineering drawing physics,
offering much of the curriculum government, economics, accountalready exists within the frame- ing, manufacturing processes,
work of this school -and the sociology, psychology, quality
Schools of Agriculture, Engi- control, job evaluation and wage
neering and Textiles.
incentives, labor problems, moWhile emphasizing prepara- tion and time study, production
tion for management in industry and control and various courses
and business, the new curricu- in products and materials.
lum recognizes the nqed for an
In addition students may emunderstanding of the basic prin- phasize some particular phase
ciples of science and engineer- of industrial management
ing underlying industrial opera- through
choice
of
elective
tions, an appreciation of the na- courses. Twelve of the twentyture of human beings, and the four hours of approved electives
comprehension of the economic, must be selected from certain
political and social environ- designated course groups. For
ment. It provides a sequence example, if a student desires to
of courses designed to meet such emphasize the business phase, he
need and to prepare students, would take courses from the
according to their aptitudes and course group which includes
desires, for future positions in money and banking, prices, pubbusiness and industry. More lic finance, commercial law, histhan one hundred students are tory of manufacturing and interexpected to enroll in or transfer national trade. Similar course
to this new curriculum this fall. groups have been planned for
A native of Charlottesville, emphasis on engineering, agriVa., Trevillian graduated from culture and other major fields.
the University of Virginia in
1940 with a B. S. degree in
commerce.
He also received
his M. A. in economics there in
The Block C Club has re1947 and his Ph. D. in 1954. A
quested
that block letters other
year of graduate work toward
the latter degree was done at than Clemson block C's not be
the University of California.
worn on the campus. Those
After working for B. F. Good- who are caught wearing these
rich Rubber Company of Akron, letters will be dealt with by
Ohio, he entered the Army and the Block C Club.

NOTICE - - Opening Of Office

$1.00

HIGH PRESSURE WATER WASH
General Repair Work & Wheel Balancing

AT

Gene Anderson's. Inc.
ANDERSON, S. C.
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Clemson Drops Blue Hose; Travel To Va. Saturday
Tigers Go To Va. For
Battle With Cavaliers

Awards Presented
For Outstanding
Play Against P. C.

This Friday, Clemson's Tigers, in quest of victory number two, Journey to Charlottesville, Virginia, where they
will encounter the University of Virginia at 2 o'clock Sat-

By David Hudson
Columbia's contribution to the
Clemson Tigers comes in the
form of a six-six, ^50-pound
senior tackle known as B. C.
Inabinet. The giant of the squad
is majoring in textiles at Clemson and holds a "B" average.
B. C. may not have professional
aspirations but a few more
games like he played against
Presbyterian last Saturday and
he'll have the "pay for play"
ranks clamoring for his services.

The Bengals should be at full
strength for the important Cavalier tilt. Jim Coleman, flashy
170 pound halfback, is off the
injured list now, and is ready
to display his wares against the
formidable Virginians.
Clemson will face the nation's
top sophomore prospect in Cavalier fullback Jim Bakhtiar, a
native of Abadan, Iran. Bakhtiar had a sensational freshman
year and sports scribes are already ranking the gifted Iranian
with Johnny Papit, Virginia's
All-American fullback of 1949.
Anchoring the Cavalier forward wall will be John Polzer,
210 pound AU-A. C. C. guard.
Polzer also captains the team.
After these two stalwart performers, Virginia's lineup includes several other outstanding
collegiate gridsters, none of
whom can be taken too lightly in
Saturday's contest.
Quoting "Bullet Bill" Dudley,
who scouted Clemson last Saturday night, "the game should
be very interesting." Oudley, incidentally, is a former All-American halfback and is presently
Backfield Coach at Virginia.
With Bakhtiar giving the veteran Virginia backfield, at quarterback Rives Bailey, right half-

back Ronnie Jenkins and left
halfback Herbert Hartwell added versatility. Clemson will b«
forced to play one of its better
defensive games to stop them.

By Louis Jordan
REVIEW OR PREVIEW
I guess that by this time almost everyone' has forgotten
If Virginia has showed on«
the details of the Presbyterian game. General thoughts
weakness in the past it has been
should run toward the coming game with Virginia. After
on defense. Now with a line
all, you can't cry over spilt milk.
averaging
210 pounds, plu»
I'm not saying that Clemson was not victorious in
above average speed, they may
The husky Columbian, more
the game last Saturday night. What I want to say is
have solved this pdoblem.
trim
and agile than he's ever
that things did not go quite as was expected. I for
The Cavaliers will definitely
been, was the Tigers' outstandone was disappointed with the team as a whole. Of
Joe Pagliei drives for good yardage against the
a host of' Blue Hose tacklers. Clemson won
ing lineman on offense and dehave a problem as far as stopping
Presbyterian Blue Hose team in the Tiger's
the game 33-0.
fense in the eyes of his severest
course there were spots where the Tigers looked like
the fleet Tiger backs is concernopening game. Pagliei (70) is being chased by
critics—the
coaches
following
a
a bowl-bound squad. A few runs as well as a couple
ed. Don King, now in his fourth
thorough study of Saturday's
season with the Clemson var«
of passes looked great.
movies.
sity.
will be counted on for hif
But, and a big but, what happened in the second and B. C, always a tremendous
usual stellar performance.
If
third quarters? Could this have been some more of Coach blocker at the line of scrimmage
King and his comrades are "on"
of his tremendous
Virginia is in" for a long after"
Frank Howard's strategy? Or did the boys decide that because
strength and size, was downfield
noon.
the game was in the bag at the end of the first quarter? If making that needed extra block
Last Saturday night a crowd of 16,000 fans took advantThe Atlantic Coast Conference,
Up front, giant B. C. Inabinet
so, what happened in the fourth? All of these questions on more than one occasion considered by many observers age of perfect weather in watching the Clemson team deand Wingo Avery are expected
against Presbyterian.
to be the toughest collegiate ath- feat their first opponents in the 1955 football season. The
have been brought up by sports writers all over the state
to pace the all important Tiger
ever since the score was sent out over the wires last Sat- When the Tigers scored their letic league in the nation, is an- Tigers rolled up 20 quick points in the first quarter to alforward wall. Big iNab' and
first touchdown midway through ticipating another great year of
Avery will have ample support
urday night.
the first quarter on a 27-yard football in 1955.
most sew up the ball game immediately. Three touchfrom such stalwarts as Dick
Let us all hope that this showing was just another of lateral play from quarterback The A. C. C. boasts three downs in ,the early minutes of the game were all that the
Marazza, Earl Greene, and John
Don
King
to
right
halfback
Joe
teams — Clemson, Duke, and
Howard's "ole tricks". Clemson may need everything
Grdijan. Flankmen Walt LaraTiger
team
could
gather
until
late
in
the
final
period.
Pagliei, Inabinet made his initial Maryland—which have engaged
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passed in 1952, when Clemson was suspended from the yard scoring sprint, and a 12- and return to Clemson in time to
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This is correct only in that the law pertained only
Blue Hose was his first touchThe junior left halfback is godown in his college career.
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didn't attract many college
To each of these players, Mr.
The Southern Conference ruling stated that no conscouts for obvious reasons. He Abbott of the Abbott's Men Shop,
matriculated at Clemson, minus will give a sport shirt. Mr. Abference could play a suspended team unless so requirany scholarship aid, in the fall bott hopes that these shirts,
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of 1950 however, and reported which he will present to the best
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lineman and the best back each
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their heads if they tried to stop the change. The only affectionately refer to him de- team
serves this title because of his season.
possible reason for their trying to stop such a procedure
is for commercial reasons in and around ColiAnbia. .
SOMETHING TO WORK FOR
Several of the businesses at Clemson have decided to
BOWLING BALL
give each member of the Clemson team a chance to win
FOR CENTIPEDI
Ann Bosler
s small prize each week. For the outstanding players of
Sarah Lawrence
each week's game, ABBOTT'S MEN SHOP will give a
shirt. A shirt will go to the outstanding backfield man
* as well as one for the best lineman. This clothing store is
Hundreds and hundreds of students earned $25 in Lucky Strike's Droodle
now in its new location next to the book store.
1-2 Block Off Main on West Calhoun
drive last year—and they'll tell you it's the easiest money yet.
Dan Gentry, who has opened the new DAN'S next to
ANDERSON, S. C.
Droodles are a snap to do—just look at the samples here. Droodk
Hoke Sloan, will give a meal ticket to each player who
anything
you want. Droodle as many as you want. If we select your
scores in each week's game.
Droodle, we'll pay $25 for the right to use it, with your name, in our
Mr. Bob Niemeyer out at the HOLLY HILL INN is givadvertising. And we always end Up paying for plenty we don't use!
ing a steak supper for each touchdown that is scored by
Send your Droodle, complete with title, to Lucky Droodle, P. O. Box
the team. The players receiving the steaks will be de67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Include your name, address, college and class.
cided by the coaches. This gives the hefty linemen a
Please include, too, the name and address of the dealer in your college town
REGULATION
BLACK
SHOES
Made
by
chance at some free food also. Maybe someone will come
from
whom you buy cigarettes most often.
up with something for blocked kicks.
Freeman, Yorktown and EndicottBLANK VERSI
While
you droodle, light up a Lucky, the cigarette that tastes better
John
Vancmi
These men are giving these articles to the players as a
Johnson
$7.50 to $10.95
Boston College
because
it's
made of fine tobacco . . . and "If s Toasted" to taste better.
way to show their appreciation for a good game. EveryDROODLES, Copyright 1953 by Roger Price
BLACK
TIES
50c
&
$1.00
body could do something in appreciation even if it were
only to give a good loud cheer at a game. Even more, go
BLACK SOX
4 Pairs for $1.00
to the boys and tell them that they played a good game
LAUNDRY BAGS
75c
After all, this is a Clemson team and deserves Clemson
support.
GREY COTTON UNIFORM TROUSERS AND SHIRTS

Clemson High In
ACC Rating For
Coming Season

Tigers Take Opener
With A 33-0 Victory

LEE'S SERVICE STATION

Most Modern Station In Clemson

STUDENTS! IT'S LUCKY DROODLE TIMEAGMt

Got a Lucky Droodle
in your noodle?
Sendit in and

WELCOME

LARRY'S

Curb Service
Sandwiches
Soft Drinks

MAKE $25

OUR PRICES ARE LOWER

IT'S TOASTED" to taste better!

VANHEUSEN SHIRTS

Mauldin Chevrolet Company
YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER

ARMY LOCKERSRAIN CAP COVERS, rubber & plasttic - - - 50c
BLITZ CLOTH
SPIFFY COLLAR STAYS

Pendleton Phone 3821

Clemson Phone 5387

We Service All Makes and Models

Pendleton, S. C.

AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CIGARnTW

Co. PRODUCT OF

50c
15c

Esquire, Kiwi, Cavalier, Griffen and Dynanshine Shoe Polishes
Shoe Brushes, Shine Cloths, Mirrors, Toilet Articles' Hones Underwear
A COMPLETE LINE OF GENERAL MERCHANDISE

JUDGE KELLER

ElASff!

COLLEGE STUDENTS
PREFER LUCKIES

Luckies lead all other brands, regular or king size, among 36,075
college students questioned coast-to-coast. The number one reason:
Luckies taste better.

